[Macroevolution: macrogenesis and typogenesis].
One can distinguish two levels (and stages) of macroevolutionary processes: the lower (macrogenesis) and higher (typogenesis) ones. The macrogenesis represents macroevolutionary alterations of separate structures; the typogenesis is the forming of general Bauplan (type of organization) of a new macrotaxon on a base of initial macrogenesis. Discrete (or quantum) character of many macroevolutionary transformations is caused by various mechanisms, which are based on properties of integrated organismic systems and are characterized by threshold effect of their action. Initial macrogenesis can be resulted from the morphofunctional preadaptations; the pattern (or regime) transformations of morphofunctional organismic systems; emerging of dichotomy of morphogenetic programs and their following switching; the ontogenetic heterochronies (in particular, paedomorphosis); the allometric structural changes (and possibly some other mechanisms). The initial macrogenesis forms a base for qualitatively new adaptation and essentially influences on other systems in whole organism. That changes the selection vectors significantly. All these alterations trigger the typogenesis. The latter represents a complex of organismic systems transformations, integrated by selection and interconnections of various systems in whole organism. The important role in typogenesis belongs to the key alterations of some limiting organismic system that trigger and direct evolutionary changes of depended organismic systems. In course of typogenesis evolution, new macrotaxon occupies new adaptive zone.